Tile Q&A
By Stephanie Samulski

2009 ‘TCA Handbook’ addresses
current hot topics in building design

C

hanges and additions to industry-accepted tile installation
methods are determined and
published every other year in the TCA
Handbook, produced by the Tile Council
of North America (TCNA). Since the
Handbook’s inception in the 1960s, it
has swelled from its original 15 pages to
more than 80. Each year, new methods
are flagged with the “New” symbol, and
changes to existing language and methods are indicated with the change year
(in this case “09”) in the margin next to
the change. Compared to previous revision years, this year’s Handbook changes
are few. However, they are not without
impact and relate to budding specification issues that will spur additional
Handbook changes in coming years.

Handbook users, especially design professionals, with a quick-reference summary
of the existing tile industry standards
and tolerances scattered throughout
ANSI A108.01 and A108.02 relating
to allowable lippage, deviation from
perfect flatness, and changes in level
(slope). Accessibility language was added
in response to a request by the U.S.
Access Board, an independent feder-

al agency whose primary mission is
addressing accessibility issues on behalf
of the disabled.
In addition to summarizing the
existing installation standards, the
Handbook’s new Accessibility section
provides guidance and context. It reads:
“with regard to flatness, the amount of
substrate variation generally is reflected in the finished tile installation…
Additionally, the effect from irregularities in the substrate increases as tile size
increases. A subsurface tolerance of 1/8”
in 10’ may be required.”
The language takes the importance of
substrate flatness a step further to say that
“project specifications should make clear
which trade is responsible for the required
alterations if the subfloor is found not
to be in compliance with the flatness
requirements. Alternately, the designer
may choose to incorporate a mortar

Q: Are there new requirements
in the “Accessibility” section
that has been added?
A: No. The Accessibility section was
added to the Notes/Definitions in
the front of the Handbook to provide

Right: This year, the 14-day requirement
was removed, allowing young concrete
to be tiled once the concrete is “cured
sufficiently to support tile installation
traffic as determined by the project
design professional, construction manager, or general contractor.”
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bed method or a pourable underlayment
installed by the tile contractor to ensure
substrate flatness sufficient to facilitate
a flat tile installation.” The section also
lists specific ways design professionals can
minimize lippage and its effects:
1. Specify tile with little or no warpage,
especially rectified tile, which is allowed
the least warpage per the recently
revised ANSI A137.1 standard.

In fast track construction,
contractors often ignore
the long-standing guideline
calling for concrete to be
cured a minimum of 28 days
before tile is installed.

contractors often ignore the long-standing guideline calling for concrete to be
cured a minimum of 28 days before tile
is installed. Cracked and debonded tile
sometimes results due to relatively large
dimensional changes that take place in
new concrete. When method F128 was
added to the Handbook in 2007, it provided a solution to fast-track construction
schedules. However, the new method
required that the concrete be cured at
least 14 days, a provision the Handbook
Committee placed on the new method
due to a lack of data showing that an
uncoupling membrane could mitigate
the dimensional changes and the moisture migration that take place in the first
two weeks after concrete is poured.
This year, the 14-day requirement was
removed, allowing young concrete to
be tiled once the concrete is “cured sufficiently to support tile installation traffic as determined by the project design
professional, construction manager, or

general contractor.” Howard Kenare,
a concrete expert from the Portland
Cement Association and Construction
Technology Laboratories, spoke at the
Handbook Conference on behalf of
removing the 14-day cure requirement.
His presentation illustrated how placement of an uncoupling membrane over
fresh concrete causes a redistribution
of moisture within a slab that, in turn,
relaxes its curling. Kenare also successfully refuted the concern over possible
moisture migration issues.
Q: What’s new with the life
cycle analysis in the Handbook
center insert?
A: In addition to presenting life cycle
data, many other aspects of tile and the
environment are presented, including
how using tile can contribute LEED
points on a project. Since it was commissioned in 2005, the Floor Coverings
Comparison of life cycle costs for floor fin-

2. Avoid narrow grout joints as wider
grout joints provide a more gradual
transition minimizing the effects of
any lippage.
3. If there is any warpage in the tile,
avoid specifying patterns where one
tile is 50% off-set from another
(brick-joint patterns), to avoid the
center of one tile lining up with the
edge of another.
Q: How soon can freshly poured
concrete be tiled when an uncoupling membrane is used?
A: As soon as it can support tile installation traffic. In fast track construction,
Circle 16 on Information Card
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Product Marketplace
TRUSTY-STEP ANTI-SLIP FLOOR TREATMENT
LASTS 4 YEARS!
Trusty-Step International announces the development
of a new formula for their No. 1001 Anti-Slip Floor
Treatment. The new formula works quicker and more
effectively than the old formula and lasts for a minimum
of 4 years. The product can be used on all types of
tile, marble, granite, terrazzo and concrete – indoors
or outdoors. It can be applied by the end user or by
Trusty-Step trained applicators, anywhere in the U.S.
Free tile testing is available. Tel: 800-323-0047; Fax:
781-598-4937; Email: safety@trusty-step.com. www.
trusty-step.com. For details circle #116 on the Free
Information Card.

PUCCINI NATURAL STONE
Puccini Natural Stone introduces its latest
series of glass, Brucke series mosaics. This
fine glass comes in a variety of colors, ranging from white to jade to black. This mosaic
features marble, frosted and textured glass
in several beautiful designs. www.duratile.
com. For details circle #118 on the Free
Information Card.

WATERPROOF MEMBRANES FOR KITCHENS
AND BATHS
Use our 40 mil COMPOSEAL BLUE Shower Pan
membrane for custom marble, stone or ceramic
tile showers and other thick bed jobs; our 40
mil COMPOSEAL GOLD for thin-set installation.
Protects ceramic tile, including radiant flooring, from
moisture migration and concrete cracks; our 50 mil
COMPOSEAL WHITE GOLD for extra sound protection above grade. Available nationwide in 5 ft and
6ft x 100 ft rolls. Easy to install. Cut to size on-site.
Manufactured in the USA. Compotite Corporation
(800) 221-1056. www.compotite.com. For details
circle #117 on the Free Information Card.

THERMOSOFT
ThermoSoft offers its latest electric radiant
floor heating mat. The UL listed system
features zero EMF and offers a lifetime warranty. ThermoSoft’s 1/8” contractor-grade
heating mats are designed to minimize
floor height and lay flat for quick installation. Mats are easily manipulated on-site to
fit any space. The 1/2” mat grid allows penetration of thin-set or self-leveling cement
for one-step installation. For details circle
#121 on the Free Information Card.
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ishes has been included as an insert in the
Handbook to help consumers understand
that ceramic tile installations actually cost
drastically less than other floor finishes over
the long haul, due to lower maintenance
costs and considerably longer useful life.
The ever-increasing importance of green
building design and sustainability bolsters
the pertinence of the analysis, now that
using materials with a longer life cycle has
become one of the most highly recognized
methods of building green. In addition to
the life cycle content, the insert now highlights five other important environmentally friendly aspects of ceramic tile and
four ways using tile can contribute LEED
points to a project.
Together, some of this year’s
Handbook changes illustrate how progressive social issues can be addressed
in the construction arena. And, sustainability and accessibility are sure to stay
on the radar, as their consideration in
specifications and building design has
been on the rise as priorities. At the same
time, solutions to these challenges will
be most useful if they can also accommodate the fast-tracking of projects and
accelerated construction schedules that
have become the norm. TILE
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